


FROM THE ORIGINAL VENETIAN RECIPE, 
THE FLAVORED SPRITZ COCKTAIL IS READY 
TO DRINK, SIMPLE AND QUICK TO SERVE. 
A HIGH-QUALITY PRODUCT, SUNNY 
AND VIBRANT IN ITS ORANGE-RED HUE, 
CAPTIVATES WITH ITS ENTICING TROPICAL 
CITRUS TASTE, PERFECT BALANCE BETWEEN 
SWEETNESS AND SALTINESS, AND A 
SLIGHTLY BITTER FINISH.

Tradition in every dropTradition in every drop
SanSpritz is born from the traditional Venetian recipe, SanSpritz is born from the traditional Venetian recipe, 
ensuring an authentic journey of flavors.ensuring an authentic journey of flavors.
    
20-Liter and 24-Liter PET
Our 20-liter and 24-liter formats provide the convenience Our 20-liter and 24-liter formats provide the convenience 
of serving approximately 140/160 glasses of Spritz without of serving approximately 140/160 glasses of Spritz without 
compromising on the original freshness and aroma.compromising on the original freshness and aroma.
    
Ready to useReady to use
You won’t have to waste time mixing and measuring You won’t have to waste time mixing and measuring 
ingredients. SanSpritz is ready to tap, ensuring consistent ingredients. SanSpritz is ready to tap, ensuring consistent 
quality and an unmistakable taste in every glass.quality and an unmistakable taste in every glass.
    
Fast and effortless serviceFast and effortless service
just connect the tap to the keg and start pouring! Your just connect the tap to the keg and start pouring! Your 
service experience will become quicker and smoother, service experience will become quicker and smoother, 
satisfying customer desires without any hassle.satisfying customer desires without any hassle.
    
Eco-friendly and recyclableEco-friendly and recyclable
Choosing SanSpritz means making a sustainable choice. Choosing SanSpritz means making a sustainable choice. 
Our PET kegs are environmentally friendly and entirely Our PET kegs are environmentally friendly and entirely 
recyclable, contributing to reducing the environmental recyclable, contributing to reducing the environmental 
impact. impact. 

ALCOHOL

RESIDUAL SUGAR

TOTAL ACIDITY

ALLERGENS

8%

80 - 85 gr/l

4,00 - 5,00 gr/l

SULFITES
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